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/" Ghisaine is highly intelligent, andgreatcompany witha readysmile andan
infectious laugh whoalways puts one at ones ease. and always makes one. NHR
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Jeffrey and Ghislaine have been together, a couple, for the last 11 years
They are, contrary to what many people think, rarely apart — I almost always
see them together
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in Mr. Epstein's life?

A. From the day she came to the house, she -- she right away

took over, and she mentioned to me that she was going to be the

Lady of the house} and also she was in charge of other homes,

other properties.

Tr. 783:25-784:5 (Alessi direct)



HOUSEHOLD MANUAL

Stationary

Three sizesof Jeffrey Epstein notepad.

2 Two sizes of Ghislaine Maxwell and Lady Ghislaine notepads.

2 Letterhead stationary and envelopes. One pack from each of Mr Epstein’s
residences and business. Mr Epstein’s personal stationary (writing paper,
notepad, envelopes, compliment slips).

3 Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell cards and envelopes.



HOUSEHOLD MANUAL

Stationary

Three sizes of Jeffrey Epstein notepad.

2 [Two sizesofGhislaine Maxweli and Lady Ghislaine notepads.

2 Letterhead stationary and envelopes. One pack from each of Mr Epstein’s
residences and business. Mr Epstein’s personal stationary (writing paper,
notepads, envelopes, compliment slips).

2) [Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell cards and envelopes.



* Try and anticipatetheneeds of|Mr Epstein, Ms Maxwellandtheir guests



* Try and anticipate the needsof Mr Epstein, Ms Maxwell and their guests.

+ Acopyof Mr EpsteinandMs Maxwell's telephone dircctoriesfmust beplaced tothe
ght of cach Telephone (except Tor the Guestrooms).



* AcopyofMr Epstein and Ms Maxwell's telephonedirectories must be placed to the
right ofeach telephone (except for the Guestrooms).
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0. What did you do with the dildo?

A. The dildo, I use to put my gloves on, put them in the sink,

run it under water, and put the dildo in Ms. Maxwell's closet

in a basket.

Tr. 893:2-5 (Alessi direct)



Q. I want to be clear here. Where did you find the dildo

after the massage?

A. Usually at the table, at the massage table or at his bed.

Q. If that's where you found it, why would you put it in

Ms. Maxwell's bathroom?

A. That's the place what I was told -- it was kept all the

time.

Tr. 893:6-8, 12-15 (Alessi direct)



HOUSEHOLD MANUAL

* Remember that you sce nothing, hear nothing, say nothing, except to answer a
question directed at you. Respect their privacy.



HOUSEHOLD MANUAL

= Remember that you sce nothing, hear nothing, say nothing} except to answer a
question directed at you. Respect their privacy.



Q. Mr. Alessi, when Ms. Maxwell gave you this booklet, what

did you understand this rule to mean?

A. lt means a kind of warning that | was[supposed to be blind,

deaf and dumb to say nothing of their lives.

Tr. 826:20-23 (Alessi direct)



Tr. 714:14-25, 715:1-2 (Rocchio direct)



Tr. 714:14-25, 715:1-2 (Rocchio direct)



level
5. Sol it's nvuatity thuught to! Hekude belisviors that fall into
five general stages:

The first having to do with selection and

for the purpose of sexual

order to build a relationship of trust and attachment with th
child; then a process of desensitizing the child to both

Physicatitouchilicercallentent fandlcencaglitonchslnna tie:

finally, a process of maintaining control in order to coerce

the child into continued sexual abuse and to reduce th

ikelihood of disclosure
Tr. 714:14-25, 715:1-2 (Rocchio direct)



Q. Can you describe what grooming typically entails at a high

level
A. So it's usually thought to include behaviors that fall into

five general stages

The first having to do with selection and

dentification of a victim; then obtaining access and -- to the

victim and isolating that victim for the purpose of sexual

abuse; then

ith th
child; then a process of desensitizing the child to both

physical touch, sexual content, and sexual touch; and ther

the child into continued sexual abuse and to reduce the

Likelihood of disclosure
Tr. 714:14-25, 715:1-2 (Rocchio direct)
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Tr. 714:14-25, 715:1-2 (Rocchio direct)



Level

Tr. 714:14-25, 715:1-2 (Rocchio direct)





Q. How did that relate to your breast and hip size?

A. She just said that I had a good body type.

©. And just so we're clear about who she is?

A. Maxwell.

Q. You said she felt your boobs. Did she touch you?

A. Yes.

Q. Where?

A. On my breasts.

0. And where did that happen?

A. In the massage room or the bathroom.

Tr. 1536:10-19 (Carolyn direct)



Q. During these incidents, did Maxwell ever touch your body?

A. Yes.

0. Where would she touch you?

A. I would say mainly my breast.

Tr. 310:21-24 (Jane direct)



Q. Can you explain to the jury in your own words how you

experienced Maxwell touching your breasts during the massage in

New Mexico?

A. I was very uncomfortable and fearful and wanted to get off

of the table, that massage table, and wanted it to be over

with.

Tr. 2224:17-19, 23-25 (Annieredirect)
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Q. What was your reaction when he did that to you?

A. Well, I was frozen in fear. I'd never seen a penis before,

let alone not seen anything like this.

Tr. 306:16-18 (Jane direct)



A. It would be them leading me to a massage table and showing

me how Jeffrey likes to be massaged.

Q. Who would tell you how Jeffrey likes to be massaged?

A. Ghislaine and Jeffrey.

Tr. 308:20-23 (Jane direct)



Q. Who was most frequently in the room when you had sexual

contact with Jeffrey Epstein when you were 14 years old?

A. Ghislaine Maxwell.

Tr. 289:4-6 (Jane direct)



0. Who would give you instructions?

A. Ghislaine and Jeffrey.

0. What kind of instructions would they give you?

A. Just showing me, you know, what he likes, what -- you know,

what men like, what women like, you know, sort of touching on

breasts and touching his penis.



IEEEEE———SS
Q. What was Maxwell's demeanor like during these incidents?

A. I would say that it seemed very casual, like it was -- like

it was very normal, like it was not a big deal.

Q. And when she behaved like that, how did that make you feel?

A. Well, it made me feel confused because that did not feel

normal to me; I'd never seen anything like this or felt any of

this, and it was very embarrassing. You know, it's all these

mixed emotions. When you're 14, you have no idea what's going

on.



A. So he would show me what he likes. And basically, he

would -- he would use vibrators on me, he would put his fingers

in my vagina, he would start to masturbate, and he would ask me

to straddle his face. He would ask me to, like, squeeze his

nipples really hard while he came.

Tr. 319:24-320:3 (Jane direct)
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Q. When you first met Jane, about how old was she?

A. I don't know exactly how old she was, but she appeared to

be young.

Q. About how old did she appear to you?

A. I would say 14, 15.

Tr. 835:8-12 (Alessi direct)



Q. Who did you observe Jane spending time with when she came

without her mother to the house?

A. Ms. Maxwell and Mr. Epstein.

Tr. 836:3-5 (Alessi direct)



Q. So did you drive Jane to the airport?

A. Jane with Mr. Epstein and Ms. Maxwell, Max, the little dog,

and other guests.

Tr. 838:17-19 (Alessi direct)



Q. And what did Jane tell you about how old she was when she

had to do things with Jeffrey Epstein?

A. She said that it started at 14, when she met him.

Q. Did she tell you that the woman in the house made her feel

comfortable?

A. Yes.

Tr. 644:12-14, 645:3-5 (Matt direct)



Q. Is it common for children to disclose sexual abuse at or

near the time of the abuse?

A. Not at all, no.

Tr. 736:12-14 (Rocchio direct)



A. Jane told her mother that -- that she -- that the money was

not free, and that there's no way that she couldn't have known

that it wasn't free.

Tr. 651:1-3 (Matt direct)



EEE
A. Disclosure is a process that unfolds over time. So

individuals will typically begin the disclosure maybe by

alluding to what's happened in a general sense or the gist of

EE —
what's happened. And then it's only over time that they will

begin to talk more specifically about what has happened. And

even in therapy, oftentimes disclosure of the most intimate or

difficult details is something that's very hard and individuals

are very reluctant to do.



©. You told the government about a woman named Eva who joined

in, correct?

A. Correct.

Q. There was a fourth woman you remembered named Michelle?

A. Yes.

Tr. 525:22-24, 526:22-23 (Jane cross)
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Another experience after we were back at the residence

was that it was decided that I would learn how to give Epstein

a foot massage. Maxwell wanted to show me how to rub his feet;

and so that was something I should learn how to do. And so she

sat and held one of his feet, and then instructed me to hold

his other foot and showed me how to rub it.



A. Next, after she said that I was very strong, she said why

don't you give his feet a little squeeze to show him how strong

you are.

0. Did you give his feet a little squeeze?

A. Yes.

Tr. 1181:19-23 (Kate direct)





A. I asked her what happened when she was in New Mexico.

Q. What did Annie say in response?

A. She said, I don't want to talk about it. And I'm just not

going to let it ruin my life.

Tr. 2258:13-16 (Swain direct)



A. She said that Maxwell was very charming, very pretty. She

greeted her when she arrived. And I remember that they had a

day around town where Maxwell took her shopping.

Tr. 2238:1-3 (Mulligan direct)



©. Did Annie tell you if anyone touched her during the

massage?

A. Yes.

Q. Who did Annie tell you touched her during the massage?

A. Maxwell.

Tr. 2239:2-6 (Mulligan direct)



0. What, if anything, did Annie tell you about where Annie was

touched by Maxwell?

A. She told me that she was touched on the breasts.

©. Did Annie tell you who touched her breasts?

A. Yes.

0. Who was that?

A. Ghislaine Maxwell.



Q. When you spoke with the FBI in 2006, did you tell the FBI

about Maxwell massaging your breasts?

A. Yes.

Tr. 2215:4-6 (Annie redirect)
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©. As you were driving up that ramp, what did Ms. Maxwell say

to you?

A. She told me to stop, "John, stop."

©. And after she told you to stop the car, did you stop the

car?

A. I stopped the car, and she opened the door and she went

towards this girl as she was coming down the ramp.

Q. Let me break that down. After Ms. Maxwell told you to

stop, what did you see Ms. Maxwell do?

A. She went to talk to this girl.

Tr. 841:14-23 (Alessi direct)



A. She said, This is my friend Carolyn.

Q. And what did Maxwell say?

A. You can bring her upstairs and show her what to do.

Tr. 1521:11-13 (Carolyn direct)
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Q. Carolyn, how would you schedule times to go to Jeffrey

Epstein's house for massages?

A. Maxwell would call and set up appointment times.

Q. Would anyone else ever call?

A. I sometimes called and there over time was Sarah Kellen

that would call.



"Q. In fact, Mr. Epstein himself did not contact you on each

occasion and request you to come, did he?

"A. No, he would have Sarah or Maxwell call me."

Tr. 1527:3-8 (Carolyn direct)



"0. And on these occasions that you called to see if you could

go over there and give him a massage, did you talk to him or

did you talk to others at his house?

"A. I talked to Sarah or Maxwell. I have also talked to -- I

don't know if it's the cook or somebody else that was there

that took phone messages."



Q. Did Carolyn tell you that woman's name?

A. Maxwell.

Q. Did Carolyn say anything about that woman's first name?

A. She couldn't pronounce it.
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Ms Maxwell's Desk

7 Check that the DSL computer line is working.

1 Place paper in the copier.

2 Plentyofpens and notepads.

J Tissues (replaceif less than ¥).
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Count One: Conspiracy to Violate Federal Law

Count Two: Enticement to Engage in Illegal Sexual Activity

*****

Count Three: Conspiracy to Violate Federal Law

Count Four: Transportation of an Individual Under the Age of 17 to 
Engage in Illegal Sexual Activity

*****

Count Five: Conspiracy to Violate Federal Law

Count Six: Sex Trafficking of an Individual Under the Age of 18



Counts Two, Four, and Six: Aiding and Abetting

1. Another person actually committed the offense with which the 
defendant is charged; and

2. The defendant aided, abetted, counseled, commanded, induced or 
procured that person to commit the crime.



Count Two: Enticement to Engage in Illegal Sexual Activity

1. The Defendant knowingly persuaded or induced or enticed or 
coerced an individual to travel in interstate commerce;

2. The individual traveled in interstate commerce; and

3. The Defendant acted with the intent that the individual would 
engage in sexual activity for which any person can be charged with a 
criminal offense under New York law.



Count Four: Transportation of an Individual Under the 
Age of 17 to Engage in Illegal Sexual Activity

1. The Defendant knowingly transported an individual in interstate 
commerce;

2. The Defendant transported the individual with the intent that the 
individual would engage in sexual activity for which any person can be 
charged with a criminal offense under New York law; and

3. The Defendant knew that the individual was less than 17 years old.



Count Six: Sex Trafficking of an Individual Under the Age 
of 18

1. The Defendant knowingly recruited, enticed, harbored, 
transported, provided, or obtained a person;

2. The Defendant knew that the person was under the age of 18;

3. The Defendant knew that the person would be caused to engage in 
a commercial sex act; and

4. The Defendant’s acts were in or affecting interstate commerce.



Counts One, Three, and Five

1. Two or more persons entered the unlawful agreement charged in 
the particular count of the Indictment;

2. The Defendant knowingly and willfully became a member of that 
conspiracy;

3. One of the members of the conspiracy knowingly committed at 
least one overt act; and

4. The overt act was committed to further some objective of that 
conspiracy.



The core memory of trauma is stronger than other types

of memory, right?

A. There are studies that show typically people can remember a

core event and some core details, support for that proposition,

yes.

Tr. 2480:2-6 (Loftus cross)



Q. You wrote that: When asked about something difficult,

nothing has been difficult for me; correct?

A. I guess I did.

Tr. 431:9-11 (Jane cross)
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